1. Glue up barabd to required height. Cut into 3 barabd base.
2. Make a 25° channel plug.
3. Dado center groove.
5. Place (2) pcs of covered stuffing into wells. No glue is required. See into channel. Repeat same process on right side of barabd base.
6. Permanently glue 17pt bd btm well cap into channel. Cover top down, leaving left/right sides raw. See below for general. Hold for assembly.
7. Cover is Ebony Dore Accent (factory barabd).
8. Use 3/8" diameter magnet w/accent & magnet.

All dimensions listed are raw. Test all pieces for correct fit and function.

**PURPOSE:**
Production Drawing

**DESCRIPTION:**
MAG15762 - SLG BANGLE W/ACCENT & MAGNET

**CUSTOMER, ADDRESS OR LOCATION:**
THE JEWELLERY GROUP

**DATE:**
09/22/14

**SALESMAN:**
SJ

**DRAWN BY:**
SS

**SCALE:**
1" = 1"
1. Glue up barabd to required height. Cut into $32\text{"} W \times 2\text{"} H$. Centering all around, permanently glue covered top cap to top of covered barabd base.

2. Cut top surface to $22^\circ$ angle with back measuring $1\text{"} W \times 2\text{"} D$. Hold for assembly.


5. Laminate label paper laminated on $17\text{pt} bd$ btm well caps. Cut out $32\text{"} W \times 2\text{"} D$ bangle. Hold for assembly.

6. Finish with label paper laminated on $17\text{pt} bd$ btm well caps.

All dimensions listed are raw. Test all pieces for correct fit and function. Probar todas las piezas para encaje y funcionamiento correcto.

Notas: Todas las medidas dadas son crudas.
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DESCRIPTION:
1. Glue up barabd to required height. Cut into 3 1/2" height. 
2. Cut top surface to 15° angle w/back measuring 1 1/4". Make saw cut in center rear. Hold for further assembly. 
3. Permanently glue magnet into btm of accent in drilled circle, making sure magnet is flush to btm surface and not bulging out. 
4. Finish with label paper laminated on 17pt bd on btm. 

#MAZ3BGLH - triple bangle w/accent & magnet 
Shaded dimension: 3 1/2" W × 3 1/2" D. Drill single 3/16" hole in btm center. 

Test all pieces for correct fit and function. 

All dimensions listed are raw. 

Todos las medidas dadas son crudas. 

Fabric glued to bottom surface. 

Fabric glued to bottom surface.